Evaluation of Supermix as an in vitro model of human liver microsomal drug metabolism.
SUPERMIX is a commercially available formulation of insect cell-expressed human drug-metabolizing cytochrome P450 (CYP) isoforms, mixed in proportions that are optimized to parallel their relative activities in human liver microsomes. We have evaluated the apparent functional affinity and capacity of individual CYP isoforms in SUPERMIX in comparison with microsomes from a panel of 12 human livers, using enzyme kinetic studies of isoform-selective index reactions. In addition, we have measured the concentration of NADPH cytochrome P450 oxidoreductase (OR) in SUPERMIX and compared it with the concentrations of this accessory electron transfer protein in human liver microsomes. No important differences were evident in the catalytic activities of CYPs 1A2, 2C8, 2C9, 2C19, 2D6 and 3A4 between SUPERMIX and human liver microsomes. However, SUPERMIX lacks CYP2B6 activity and did not hydroxylate the antidepressant bupropion, a clinically relevant substrate of this enzyme. In addition, the concentration of OR in SUPERMIX (1198 pmol mg protein(-1)) is 17-fold higher than the mean value in human liver microsomes (70 pmol mg protein(-1)). In conclusion, SUPERMIX lacks CYP2B6 activity and contains supraphysiological concentrations of the accessory electron transfer protein OR. These factors should be considered when this formulation is used as an in vitro model in human liver microsomal drug metabolism studies.